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This is book two in this series and it stars the same couple as book 1. Barnes and noble I just don't
give a shit lol *Quotes or review to come*For more of my reviews please visit: ***************Come
to me Romeeoooooooo #♥ Romance Contemporary Suspense 45 #LovingThis Stars This second
book starts right after the end of the first. A alpha b bravo Rimmel has come of out her shell some-
she hasn’t made any huge changes but she is a little more confident and changes her style a bit but
she’s still that lovable #nerd we loved in the first book. Book to read And what better way to hurt
him then to go after the girl he loves? #Hater had one of those endings that makes you want to start
the next book asap- thank goodness it’s out! Romance Contemporary Suspense 3. K km ” I’m still
trying to picture how the final events played out and all I can come up with… Overall this was a very
good second installment up until the heroine gets tied to a goal post. L letter Secondly this story
isn’t a standalone; it is a direct continuation of the events from #Nerd picking back up shortly after
winter break and following Romeo and Rimmel as they head back to college for a new semester. A
alphabet lore I continue to find Hebert’s writing style and her story to be ridiculously moreish and
with the added suspense elements surrounding Zach and his never-ending and increasingly
dangerous vendetta against Romeo and subsequently Rimmel I believe I may have even enjoyed this
one more than its predecessor which I honestly wasn’t expecting. Book driving test Crazy is as
crazy does and you bitch are off your rocker! Speaking of people who are off their rockers what the
fuck is up with this Zach guy!? This guy is the big bad of the series and although I love a bit of
rivalry and drama in my college reads his level of psychosis is just too intense. Aoife johnston
inquest I mean several of his actions here warrant criminal charges yet no one in authority seems to
be doing a thing (yet) about getting this fucker off campus and preferably in a jail cell. Suspense
books A pissy restraining order ain’t gonna cut it! The authorities – and I don’t mean the stupid ass
campus administration – need to be updated on this mental case and stat before my blood pressure
gets too high. A alpha b bravo I’m choosing to view this strong emotional reaction as a good thing
because Hebert was obviously able to get me fully immersed in the story and truly care for Romeo
and Rimmel’s well-being regardless of how angry I was at what was happening to them. Suspense
books Clearly they still have a shit-ton to overcome in order to achieve their true HEA and the
reveals at the very end left me chomping at the bit for more but thankfully I’m enjoying this
rollercoaster ride and I imagine I will continue to do so as I read on. Aoife johnston inquest You
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Suspense Just did another re-read and I enjoy this way more on the re-read: Contemporary
meaning I love Romeo and Rimmel's relationship and the fact they never waiver in their feelings for
each other. L ll 75I enjoyed #Hater so much more than the first book in the series, J john HEA Kind
of a cliffhanger but the final book is outCheating/OW Completely safe in this book: L letter However
warning the first book #Nerd had lots of safety triggers Angst Level: 4/10Heat Level: 7: Bath and
body works 5/10Any couple separation NoAny push/pull No Romance.
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And young adult. A alpha b bravo Many of her titles have been translated into foreign languages
and have been the recipients of multiple awards. Capital one This is not a stand alone you need to
read book 1 first, Suspense meaning in hindi Rimmel and Romeo are very happy with their
relationship but haters gonna hate Zach was definitely one major psycho: Kindle manchester I
myself liked this book better than the first because there was a lot more romance steam and
suspence. Book store near me This one ends on a bit of a cliffhanger so I will be jumping right into
book 3: Craigslist Romance Contemporary Suspense ⋰⋱⋰⋱⋰⋱*Didn't do it for me*⋰⋱⋰⋱⋰⋱My title
(^^) for the review is pretty much saying it all, Ebook reader Sure it had its cute moments between
the couple but even though there was some action things were predictable and boring, J john I
hadn't actually expected much for it as book one was a bust for me, Bbc breakfast The second book
in the series centers around Roman ‘Romeo’ Anderson (almost 20) and Rimmel Hudson (almost 19)
who both were the main couple of book one: L lysine I thought I'd relate more to Rimmel but
unfortunately that wasn't the case, Suspense react However it's not enough to make the
book/series enjoyable for me. Book to read I was into her and it was creating some kind of war
inside me. Epub reader A war between the guy I was and the guy everyone wanted me to be, J john
Would I recommend this book/series? - Not sureWill I read this again in the future? - No: K kavitha
5 Haters gonna Hate StarsI think I love #Hater more than #Nerd and I really liked #Nerd. L lysine
I just can’t get over Romeo and Rimmel!!!I will be honest I was a little apprehensive in reading
#Hater, Book store near me How many second books are good when the story continues the
couple (after they get together): L letter Usually the author separates them or creates a crazy issue
that can be solved with simple communication. Suspense books She didn’t make me want to pull
out my hair or give me crazy angst (I’m learning to like angst but it’s just not my cup of tea), Bbc
breakfast Romeo and Rimmel are together yay! But Zach isn’t going to go away easily, Kindle
scribe The beginning is SUPER cute because Rimmel is slowly trying to get comfortable being
Romeo’s girlfriend. Suspense react I like that she tries a little harder being girly (but without
losing herself). Booking I also like how she is proud to be Romeo’s girlfriend and stands up for
herself (just a tiny bit more): Pdf merge I love Romeo’s best friend but I’m starting to like Rimmel’s
roommate and cross fingers that she gets a book too!Of course we can’t forget Zach, K kavitha I
love nasty villains and the crazier the better in my opinion, Aoife johnston inquest I never know
what he’s going to do and I never know how Zach and Rimmel is going to react, Copilot What I love
so much about #Hater is the fact that the couple don’t go against each other. Contemporary
synonym I gobble them up like fudge cake on my birthday or during that time of the monthOverall I
love this series, J john I love that I’m not even tired of the characters and I’m ready for the next
book! I just simply love it: Sainsburys delivery problems If you are a fan of #Nerd you will not be



disappointed with this one: Pdf free download 99 Romance Contemporary Contemporary Suspense
After rereading #Nerd I immediately started my reread of this book, Ebook download I love love
love love them! They are a solid strong sweet hot beautiful and perfect couple, K kavitha They will
always believe each other and they support each other to chase their dream, A alphabet lore
#RomeoAndRimmel4Ever #♥ #FavoriteSeries#ihateZach Romance Contemporary Suspense This
series is like crack, J john Romeo and Rimmel are happy together and Romeo is making sure
everyone knows that she’s his girl leaving no doubts about the seriousness of their relationship. L ll
However Zach didn’t get the memo and with his mind set on revenge he wants to after Romeo
because he believes he’s the reason he got kicked out of the fraternity, Buy ozempic oversees And
what better way to get his revenge than to go after the girl Romeo made very clear he loves? I loved
this second book almost as much as the first. Copilot These books are well in this way of becoming
one of my favorite NA series ever: Kindle daily deal The couple is great full of chemistry and I
literally found myself smiling through the majority of the pages, Kindle cloud reader Sweet funny
emotional and heartwarming with an addictive and flowy writing style I couldn’t simply put it down
and read it in one sitting. Booking If you’re a fan of New Adult you really need to start this series,
Kindle app Characters Development: I simply loved Romeo and Rimmel in this book: Book bar I
love how Romeo is so possessive of Rimmel and how she comes out of her shell when they are
together: Suspense meaning in hindi Romeo is still swoon worthy and Rimmel is still adorably
clumsy honest and great: Pdf viewer I loved Braeden and Ivy was nice although I’m still on the
fence about Missy. Ebook Zach is a f*cking psycho and I don’t think this was still the end of him.
Kindle app HEA: Happy for now for the couple but definitely ended in a way that will make you
want to read the next one immediately. L lysine Romance Contemporary Suspense I was into her
and it was creating some kind of war inside me: Pdf to word A war between the guy I was and the
guy everyone wanted me to be. A alpha b bravo #Hater is book 2 in the Hashtag series and starts
off right where #Nerd takes off. Book shop near me And Romeo is still the same charming sweet
and swoony guy, Book recommendations He makes it clear to anyone and everyone in Alpha U
that Rimmel is his girl and nothing will change that, Suspense react As the story goes on you get to
see their relationship grow: Suspense react Then someone out for revenge has to throw a wrench
in it: Craigslist Zach from the first book is out to get Romeo and he will do anything to achieve that
goal: A alphabet lore 5 R & R Stars ”Becoming a couple – becoming the other half of a campus
celebrity – wasn’t easy. A alpha b bravo ” This second installment is a continuation of book one of
this series, B bb b This wasn’t predictable and was very original so kudos to the author: Capital
one In fact one idea that the author utilizes in regards to a school paper was very clever: A
alphabet lore Romeo and Rimmel remain a tight couple and thankfully never break up. Aoife
johnston inquest They are handling Romeo’s mother school schedules NFL draft new clothing
options restraining orders and yes that whacked out frat boy Zach, Epub books ”I can’t help but
worry that our love is going to be overshadowed by hate: Suspense ) The author also drops an
interesting bomb about Rimmel’s family. L ll Things look shaky for these two going forward not in
the relationship area but in their chosen careers, K kavitha I’m going to try and bipass the events
on the football field and happily go forward in the series. Epub reader windows Their relationship
is a bit more established now and only continues to grow stronger especially in the face of some
escalating threats from psycho-douche Zach from book one: L letter I love how Romeo and Rimmel
stood by each other even as increasingly crazy shit was thrown their way by outside parties: Bath
and body works They never let anyone mess with them as a couple and they were each other’s
strongest and most trusted allies in all things, Pdf compressor As long as that’s a running
relationship theme throughout the series then we’ll continue to get along just fine. Ebook
converter For a time there I thought I’d start warming to Romeo’s mother who was rude and
standoffish to Rimmel in book one, Bbc radio 2 preston There were some moments here where she
seemed to be coming around and even shared a few great scenes with Rimmel, Buy ozempic
oversees But it was all too good to last and by the end of the book she was showing her true colors
again: Kindle scribe What irked me the most was that she kept claiming that her behaviour



towards Rimmel was just in the best interest of her baby boy Romeo but that didn’t cut it for me, K
kavitha What I saw was a crazy bitch disguising herself as an over-protective parent, Meta stocks
The whole “you’re not a parent you wouldn’t understand” thing simply doesn’t fly, Bbc radio 2
preston I just hate this psycho so hard!The drama in this story really got me worked up and I was
almost hulk-smashing over the shit that went down at the end there. Book I’m in fictional love with
Romeo's bestie Braeden and cannot wait to get to his story!! NEED IT NOW! Romance
Contemporary Suspense It started with unspoken animosity. Copilot It was during my first football
game that I first felt the first chill of hate, Buy ozempic oversees I looked it right in the eyes and
felt its sticky tentacles reach out for me. Bbc breakfast The effect of that look lingered like an
unspoken promise long after it was gone. L ll Becoming a couple – becoming the other half of a
campus celebrity wasn’t easy: A alphabet lore I let down walls guarding my heart and he looked
past my glasses and accident prone tendencies. L ll Romeo and I are an unlikely match a #nerd and
a jock. L ll He wants Romeo to pay for getting him kicked out of Omega and for the night he spent in
jail, Suspense books He’s going to use anything and everything he can to get his revenge, Buy
ozempic oversees As the weather on campus grows cold and the days become dark revenge
becomes the center of someone’s life and the happiness Romeo and I worked so hard for is
threatened. Bath and body works I can’t help but worry that our love is going to be overshadowed
by hate, Buy ozempic oversees #Hater (Hashtag #2)Cambria Hebert is a bestselling novelist of
than fifty titles. Suspense synonym She went to college for a bachelor’s degree couldn’t pick a
major and ended up with a degree in cosmetology: K km Besides writing Cambria loves a pumpkin
spice latte staying up late sleeping in and watching K drama until her eyes won’t stay open.
Contemporary meaning She considers math human torture and has an irrational fear of chickens
(yes chickens). Ebook template Cambria has written in many genres including new adult sports
romance male/male romanc Cambria Hebert is a bestselling novelist of than fifty titles: A alphabet
lore She went to college for a bachelor’s degree couldn’t pick a major and ended up with a degree in
cosmetology. Contemporary music Besides writing Cambria loves a pumpkin spice latte staying up
late sleeping in and watching K drama until her eyes won’t stay open. Book depository She
considers math human torture and has an irrational fear of chickens (yes chickens), Barnes and
noble Cambria has written in many genres including new adult sports romance male/male romance
sci fi thriller suspense contemporary romance LLC: Craigslist You can find out about Cambria and
her titles by visiting her website: {site_link} : cambriahebert@rocketmail, Buy ozempic oversees
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. I would rate it 5 stars now.Original reviewRating 3. Finally I like Romeo the hero. I especially like
the way he is 100% devoted to Rimmel. Looking forward to reading the next book. I just didn't feel
the book. I'm not connection with her at all. Romeo's still hot though. It never used to be a
competition. I was happy to be that guy. The player the football star the charmer. I was those things.
But I was more. Quick basic facts:Genre: - (New Adult) Contemporary Romance.Series: - Series Book
Two.Love triangle? - No.Cheating? - No.HEA? - No.Favorite character? - Roman ‘Romeo’
Anderson.Would I read more by this author/or of series? - Yes.Rating - 2 stars. Romance
Contemporary Suspense 4. Very few. BUT Cambria didn’t do that.Cambria delivered and I am so
thankful for that. She didn’t create stupid issues.#Hater continues Romeo and Rimmel’s story. This
book picks up right where #Nerd left off.I also LOVE reading the second characters. He’s a villain I
love to hate. It adds a nice mild tension to the book. It’s more about the couple verse the world. I
simply love these books. I love how cute it is. I love the characters. REVIEW | AMAZON $3.99
AMAZON $3. I wanted and needed more Romeo and Rimmel. They are loyal to each other. They
grow individually and as a couple.And DANGEROUSLY cheesy. Rating: 45 Stars. They have to be one
of the cutest couples ever. Steam: Hot. Sensible Subjects: Violence. Love Triangle: No. Cheating: No.
It never used to be a competition. I was happy to be that guy. The player the football star the
charmer. I was those things. But I was more. Romeo and Rimmel are together and happy.”I really



enjoyed the book until that action packed ending. ”Seriously. We were being attacked with a
lawnmower. If I wasn’t scared I’d laugh. (I had to down grade 1.2 star for that scene. ”Anything is
possible.” Romance Contemporary Suspense 4.5 StarsFirstly this ends on a cliffhanger. I love how
unbreakable they are together. P.S. The bitter bite of jealousy. And now its full blown hate. I’d never
experienced something so cold and empty before. But we made it. And we’re happy. Zach doesn’t
want us to be happy. Including me. So rest assured her characters will always have good hair. So
rest assured her characters will always have good hair


